
AVIATION 
Suiting All Sizes



Common Building Types

Apex
Available from 53’ - 100’  Wide

The Apex Building Series maximizes interior usable space thanks to its tall side walls. The 
slightly curved roof profile, sharp peak and standard sidewall legs give the Apex style and 
character, without sacrificing functionality.

Rigid Beam
Available from 200’ - 300’  Wide

The Rigid Beam Series is an I-beam style truss building that is completely customizable 
and allows for structures up to 300’ wide, with open sides. It is optimal for buildings larger 
than 200’ wide, including large aircraft hangars, tall seed cleaning plants, indoor recreation 
facilities, any buildings that requires gantry cranes and more.

Genesis
Available from 80’ - 200’ Wide

The Genesis Building Series is well suited to a variety of commercial and industrial 
applications, including salt and sand storage buildings, manufacturing facilities, 
warehousing, dairy barns and equine riding arenas. With a clear span interior, Genesis 
buildings offer a large amount of covered but unobstructed space for your operations.



Ground Support Shelters 
Large spaces for any aircraft need.  
Offering customized door styles and  
sizes for optimal access points and 
controlled features.

Superior Engineering
As an industry leader, we  
use cutting edge technology 
to engineer your building to 
your exact site loads, location, 
and application. 

Safety First
Keep your employees safe while 
they work in our completely 
engineered structures.

Low Operational Costs
Our structures require a low-
cost investment compared 
to traditional buildings, and 
lower operational needs to 
save you money.

Airplane & Helicopter Hangars   
Safely storing aircrafts of all sizes and 
forms to protect these high-cost assets.

Aircraft Maintenance  
Ensuring there is the necessary space to 
perform any work on aircrafts in-shop. 
Our indoor facilities allow for year-round 
maintenance possibilities.

The Ideal Choice 

Benefits



•  Add large sliding doors to accommodate 
for wingspans of aircrafts

•  Insert controlled features such including 
heating, lighting, insulation, and ventilation

•  Install portable structures in remote 
locations for aircraft travels

•  Expand heights or have multiple leg 
heights to work with foundation of choice

1-866-473-1635 
info@cobraenterprises.ca 
www.cobrastructures.ca

60 IXL Crescent,  
East Selkirk, MB,  
R1A 2A8

Customization Options
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